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the capitalist class, as such, would refuse to cross unless it
were forced.1
But it is being forced to do so by a new political class,
which is a product of the economic evolution of fascism,
and which in its turn reacts on this movement by forcing
it towards its most extreme consequences. The proletariat,
as such, is entirely excluded from this new class. Preparation
for war may relatively reduce unemployment and improve
the lot of some classes of workers, but under a system of
autarchy it is only achieved by sacrificing the standard of
living of the working class as a whole. And since it involves
a great concentration of industry, trade and credit, and
necessitates large-scale agriculture and mass production of
cereals2 a great proportion of the urban and the whole of
the rural middle class is more or less ruined. The increasing
concentration of industry, the monopoly of foreign trade,
the fixing of prices and the many forms of state intervention
all tend to the elimination of the lesser industrialists and the
small traders and farmers. On the other hand those mem-
bers of the urban middle class who have no direct share in
production3 benefit considerably from the regime and
pocket a nice share of the profits. They are to be found
everywhere, occupying numerous places on the executives
of the party, militia, syndicates, state institutions new and
old. They form part of the immense fascist bureaucracy
which is now the country's ruling class. Generally speaking
this new class is the result of a compromise between the
capitalists and the middle and lower middle class in the
towns. It is interspersed with army chiefs, and members
of the aristocracy, but the homines novi are in a majority,
and theirs is the prevailing mentality : a mixture of furious
nationalism and state worship, in keeping with both their
1	The idea! of every Italian capitalist is that war should never come,
because it is so risky, but that preparation for war should continue, if possible,
for ever.
2	In spite of poetic appeals for a * return to the land *, the fascist regimes,
in which some people imagined they saw a revival of agricultural life, only
tend to encourage town life by their zeal for industrial methods.   One of the
conditions and results of preparation for war under fascism is that the relations
between the country section  and the town section are always being modified
to the advantage of the latter,
8 It was this class which contributed most towards forming the fascist
organizations.

